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Mainstream media has been
very busy convincing the
nation we are in a deep

recession. Or, perhaps more correct-
ly, because the little darlings have
spent so much energy on this pet
project, we’ve actually slipped into
such a state. This might have some-
thing to do with a certain election
and their unveiled crusade to install
the most socialist president in the
history of this country into its high-
est office. Or, if you prefer the point
of view of the self-appointed mes-
sengers of truth – the completely
facts-based media: George W single-
handedly ruined this country’s econ-
omy. No matter which scenario you
adhere to, the hard fact remains con-
sumers are wary. They’re reluctant to
turn loose of hard-earned cash, wait-
ing for the other foot to drop so to
speak. Yet for all the doomsday prat-
tle regarding forecasted drops in
consumer spending most manufac-
turers attending the recent
Indianapolis, Indiana, Archery Trade
Association (ATA) Show said they
were, “Having a great show;” in other
words were briskly taking orders. I
also couldn’t help but notice the
number of start-up companies;
something a bad economy should
curtail.

Yet perceptions shape reality in
the Information Age, and if the
masses believe we’re in a recession,
so it is. Ours is a consumer-driven
economy. Pushing a new bow on a
customer worried about future tax-
hikes could prove a tough assign-
ment in 2009. Let’s face it; modern
compounds have become pretty
pricey. Technology comes with a
price. The key lays in convincing
customers the considerable outlay
will provide a tangible return for the
investment. This drive comes from a
single source: Customers must
believe new technology will make
them more successful bowhunters
or, in a much smaller number of
instances, more successful on the
target or 3D-range. Key elements in
this cost-benefit analysis include
speed/performance (higher fps rat-
ings and deeper penetration on
game), smoothness/forgiveness as it
relates to accuracy (a bow that’s eas-

ier to shoot well), ease
in tuning (less time
tinkering, more time
shooting) and signifi-
cant silence/vibration
reduction (less likeli-
hood of animals
“jumping” the string). 

These are aspects
you must stress to sell
new bows in the com-
ing year. Luckily these
selling points are
ready made for 2009,
via new bows distin-
guished by innovation
and progressive tech-
nology. They actually
do perform better,
provide more accura-
cy, prove easier to
shoot well and tune
quickly, while also
doing so with less
vibration and noise. In
short, a new bow can
help your customer
shoot better and
become a more suc-
cessful bowhunter.       

Speed &
Performance
Though speed at

all costs normally sac-
rifices something else
— loss of forgiveness
and increased noise
and vibration mostly
— there will always be
those who choose
bow models based on
this asset alone. Still,
today even the silky-
smooth, vibration-
free and forgiving bow
provides bowhunting speed to burn.
A 300 fps bow used to be considered
a barn burner. Today it’s blasé. Of
course, as we well know, IBO speeds
seldom bear a basis in bowhunting
reality. Dress up a bowstring for
hunting (silencers, peep and/or kiss-
er button, release loop and/or nock-
ing points), ditch the feather-light
target arrow the bow was tested with
and replace it with a hunting-weight
shaft and broadhead, and you’ll
automatically lose 15 to 20 fps of

advertised speed. Still, when was
true 270 to 290 fps speeds something
to get snooty about? 

More efficient cam designs are at
the heart of this. Take, for instance,
Hoyt’s modular-adjustable XTR Cam
& 1/2, designed exclusively for new
AlphaMax Series bows. This system
proves exceptionally smooth, while
also launching arrows to IBO speeds
of 321 fps in a reasonable 7 inch
brace height. The AlphaMax 32 is the
series flagship, a top-notch per-
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Cam design expert Rex Darlington and Sales Manager Ted
Harpham(at right) hold two of the Pro Series models from
Darton. The Pro 3500 leads the series in speed at 343 fps, the
Pro 2500 raises the brace height by an inch to 7 and still is
plenty fast, at 331 fps. MAP pricing on the 3500 is $779.99,
and if that’s too steep steer your customer to the Pro 1000 at
$599. It still uses a variation of Darlington’s hybrid power
system and books right along at 328 fps. Darton’s modules
are optimized for efficiency at each of the draw lengths, he
reminded ArrowTrade. “That’s one thing about Darton bows.
People know you get the same level of performance whether
you’re shooting a 26 inch draw length or 30 inches.”
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former, while the AlphaMax 35 offers
a tad more forgiveness. The Hoyt 36
inch, 7.5 inch braced Katera XL and
33 inch, 6 inch braced Katera are also
big on speed, clocking 320 and 330
fps as a result of a zippy Z3 high-per-
formance cam system that doesn’t
forfeit smoothness. Hoyt AlphaMax
32 and 35 models, due to Tec Lite ris-
ers and ZT Lock Pocket System, hit
the scales at only 3.9 (32) and 4.1
pounds (35), an improvement over
even this year’s Katera models (at

about 4.5 pounds). 
Mathew’s newest single-cam

incarnations are some of the fastest
around. For the best possible combi-
nation of speed, smoothness and
forgiveness customers need look no
further than the Reezen 6.5 and 7.0.
The 6.5 includes 32 inch axle-to-axle
dimensions and 6.5 inch brace
height, spitting arrows to an incredi-
ble 340 fps. The more forgiving 7.0
includes a 7 inch brace for IBO
arrows speeds of up to 335 fps. Also

new for ’09, the HyperLite is a 29.75
inch, 7 inch braced mighty mite that
rockets arrows to 325 fps IBO.            

For speed at all costs, Mathews
McPherson Series Monster and
Monster XLR8 have raised the speed
bar to an astounding 350 to 360 fps
IBO!  A hugely-efficient, patent-
pending AVS dual-cam system just
might make these the fastest bows
ever. The Monster XLR8 is the fastest,
with IBO ratings up to 360 fps pro-
duced from a 33.5 inch, 5 inch
braced unit. The Monster, by giving
up an inch of brace, produces IBO
speeds up to 350 fps. No one is
claiming Monster bows will be easy
to shoot well, but if speed is the
need, Mathews has got it in 2009.        

BowTech’s new bearing-
equipped CenterTrac Binary Cam
System is hugely efficient and accu-
rate, propelling arrows straight and
fast. How fast?  The new 31-1/16
inch, 7.5 inch braced Admiral has an
IBO rating of 320. Seven inch braced
bows, like the new 34 inch Captain
and 36.75 inch Sentinel, also
equipped with this Binary Cam
System, fire arrows up to 323 and 325
fps, respectively. BowTech’s fastest
model is the redesigned, 36.25 inch,
6-1/8 inch braced 82nd Airborne. It
now includes a roller cable guard to
increase efficiency and a reposi-
tioned string stop that opens up the
sight window while halting vibra-
tion. Its Binary Cam System pro-
duces smoking 350 fps IBO speeds in
a reasonably forgiving package.     

Diamond models like the 31.5
inch, 7-1/8 inch braced Ice Man, hit-
ting IBO speeds up to 323 fps, and
the 34.5 inch, 7 inch braced Marquis,
showing 322 fps, are powered by a
high-energy, low-maintenance sin-
gle-cam. The Ice Man includes ener-
gy-boosting Center Pivot Riser, the
Marquis a lighter straight riser, both
including energy-boosting Vertical
Force Technology (VFT) parallel
limbs.   

Speaking of speed, PSE’s X-Force
series is a force to be reckoned with
in 2009. Take X-Force bows like the
32.5 inch, 6 inch braced GX (344 to
352 fps IBO); 32.5 inch, 7 inch braced
Dream Season GX (334 to 342); 32.5
inch, 8.5 inch braced GX LD (334 to
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342); 26.75 inch, 7 inch braced SS GX
(328 to 336) and 28 inch, 7 inch
braced Treestand GX (324 to 332 fps)
and it’s easy to see speed’s what PSE’s
all about this year. This comes from a
combination of beyond-parallel X
Tech limbs and GX Cams, the high-
est-efficiency cam PSE has produced
to date. X Tech limbs include a high-
percentage, fully-stressed working
area requiring less movement and
mass than conventional limbs to
more efficiently transfer raw energy.
They include America’s Best
Premium Bowstrings (a brand
name), speed nock locations set by
an exclusive dynamic motion analy-
sis program and pivoting HyperSplit
limb pockets. PSE’s no-nonsense
riser lines and large cutouts, com-
bined with Pivoting HyperSplit limb
pockets, create mass weights from
3.5 to 4.2 pounds.

PSE’s 36 inch, 6.5 inch braced
Bow Madness XL; 32 inch, 7 inch
braced Bow Madness, and 28.5 inch,
7-3/8 inch braced Bow Madness XS
are the company’s other speed bows
— clocking 332, 326 and 316 fps IBO,
respectively. They include a Madness
high efficiency, ultra-low-mass sin-
gle cam system and even more
streamlined riser — otherwise fea-
tures such as X Tech limbs and
Backstop string suppressor remain.

Browning Archery’s Illusion is
still the company’s hottest seller, the
33.5 inch, 6.5 inch braced bow offer-
ing 326 fps IBO speeds. The Trance
single cam includes a proprietary
asymmetric idler wheel that’s as
smooth as it is fast. The bow weighs
only 3.5 pounds.   

Alpine Archery’s Silverado Series
bows really have it all, but speed is a
huge portion of their appeal. Alpine’s
ball-bearing-equipped Velocitec
Cam is the force behind this perfor-
mance. Speed’s generated by a radi-
cal lobe-equipped power cam, while
the consistent radius of the control
cam assures the draw cycle remains
smooth. Dual payout grooves on
each side of the cam provides bal-
ance, which also makes tuning auto-
matic. The fastest in the lineup
include the 34 inch, 7 inch braced
Silverado Sabre (328 fps IBO); 31
inch, 7.25 inch braced Silverado &

Match Grade (328 fps) and 36.5 inch,
7.375 inch braced Silverado Ventura
(324). While the Alpine Ventura
includes a one-piece, straight-han-
dled, milled-aluminum riser with
generous cutouts, the rest of the
Silverado line is built around a six-
piece modular riser including accu-
racy-enhancing “bridge” handles.
Silverado models weigh from 4.2 to
4.4 pounds, also making them
bowhunting light.       

Martin Archery has also burst
onto the scene with some of the
fastest IBO-rated bows around.
How’s 350 fps sound?  Or 345, or 320
fps?  Martin offers eight bows in all
that break the 320 fps mark; includ-
ing the Warthog Pro, Firehawk,
Firecat Pro-X, Moab, Bengal,
Cheetah, Mystic and Saber. We can’t
discuss all of them here, but the

fastest include the 35 inch, 6.25 inch
braced Warthog Pro, at 350 fps, and
32.5 inch, 7 inch braced Firecat Pro-
X, at 345. They use CAT Hybrid Duo
Cams to create smokin’ arrow
speeds, quiet shots and minimal
shock and vibration, despite an
aggressive draw force curve. All Pro-
Series bows now include STS Shock
Terminator (string) Suppressors for
added performance. Martin’s slim-
line, cut-out aluminum risers, sim-
ple but rock-solid limb pockets and
Coreflex Limbs make for feathery
mass weight; from 3.5 to 3.85 pounds
in Pro Series models.

Darton Archery Gear’s new CPS-
GS Cam is labeled a 2 1/2 Cam by the
company, combining two-cam
speed with hybrid-cam smoothness
and tuning ease. The G2 Pro Series
3500S and 2500S give archers IBO
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As head of the Martin machine
shop, Aaron Hamilton worked
hand in hand with designer Terry
Martin for six months on this
stylish new Ryterra Alien. The
organic shapes extend through
the grip and help lighten bow
weight to 3.55 pounds. At 330 fps
this is one of the fastest and
smoothest bows Martin has ever
designed, and it features a new
pin-free limb mounting system,
Hybrix duo cams or single Tranz
cam, a roller-style cable contain-
ment system and licensed STS
String Stopper. With the fast
Hybrix cams, the MAP price is just
$699.99.
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speeds of 343 and 333 fps, respec-
tively. The 3500 is a 33-13/16 inch
bow with 6 inch brace, the 2500
including the same length but a
more forgiving 7 inch brace height.
These models also include a new
string suppressor system and EFLEX
preloaded energy limbs for higher
energy delivery.         

LimbSaver’s new bow line might
be best reserved for the “Squashing
Vibration & Noise” section below —
if they weren’t so downright fast. The
LimbSaver 34.5 inch, 5-1/8 inch
braced SpeedZone is one of the
fastest bows on the market, launch-
ing arrows to an incredible 353 fps
IBO. Others in the line, labeled
“lightweight,” “smooth” and “forgiv-
ing” – 7.25- or 6.75 inch braced (large
or small cam) DZ-30; 7 1/8 inch
braced DZ-32 and 7 7/8- to 7.75 inch
braced (large or small cam) DZ-36
(DZ meaning DeadZone, numbers
indicating corresponding length) –
aren’t exactly slow, at 330, 325 and
315 fps, respectively. SpeedZone per-
formance is boosted by a Hyperdrive
Speed Module added to the High-
Efficiency Active Transfer (H.E.A.T.)
hybrid cam system all other models
wear. The SpeedZone also includes a
string decelerator system with
LimbSaver recoil pad break-away
technology. The Extended Limb

Pocket with Rolling Fulcrum System
creates a heavily reflexed riser built
around a straight riser that balances
and points wonderfully, while also
providing another speed advantage.    

Bear Archery has virtually rein-
vented itself recently, producing
bows combining smart engineering
with graceful lines. The 33 inch, 7
inch braced The Truth 2, a Team
Primos collaboration, is actually bet-
ter fitted to the categories to follow, a
silky-drawing, smooth-shooting
machine that produces 318 fps IBO
speed. It includes compression
molded Flare Quad Limbs that cre-
ate beyond parallel geometry, Teflon
cable-guard slide and perimeter-
weighted modular single cam sys-
tem. The Done Deal offers many of
the same features and spins out
chronograph numbers to 311 fps in a
32.25 inch package. At only 3.9 to 3.7
pounds each, Bear Archery’s newest
offerings are some of the lightest
around, achieved through vented
aluminum risers, one-piece synthet-
ic grips and short but efficient quad
limb design.  

G5 Outdoors’ Quest Bowhunting
models are fast; there’s just no other
way to put it. They offer three models
that break 320 fps IBO, including 31
and 33 inch HPS and 32 inch XPB.
HPS bows, with 7.5  and 7.125 brace

heights, include parallel limbs,
adjustable string suppressor and are
powered by a high-energy HPS sin-
gle-cam system. The XPB includes a
7.5 inch brace and a patent-pending
XPB Twin Track Binary System. They
hit the scales from 3.7 to 3.9 pounds.  

Parker Compound Bows have
long focused on forgiveness and
shootability, those features alone
making them hugely popular. For
2009 Parker entered the speed-bow
arena with the 325 fps Blackhawk XP.
This 32 inch, 7-3/8 inch braced bow
holds an Arc Hi-Performance single-
cam system. 

Ben Pearson includes several
bows in their 2009 lineup that break
the 330 to 340 fps speed barrier. The
33.5 inch, 6.25 inch braced TX-4 and
33.5 inch, 7 inch braced Z-34 are the
fastest, boasting 342 and 340 fps IBO
speeds. They accomplish this with
the new R2B2 hybrid cam that
promises speed without jarring draw
cycles. This cam also helps the Z-32
reach IBO speeds of 332 fps. The Z-7
single cam system is even smoother,
helping the TX-4 propel arrows to
330 and the Z-34 to 316 fps — with
the help of Xcellerator Strings that
eliminate friction-causing serving in
the idler wheel area to add 10 fps to
every shot.

Ross bows combine real shoot-
ing ease with respectable arrow

Circle 232 on Response Card

Part of Alpine Archery’s Silverado Series design, accounting for their dead silence dur-
ing the shot, is the VX Pocket System (shown here in exploded view) holding split limbs
like a vise for zero tolerance anchoring.
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speeds. The Cardiac 31 and 34, with
7.25- and 7.125 inch brace heights,
boost arrow speeds from 315 to 312
fps IBO. This is accomplished via a
no-nonsense single cam system. The
Ross Carnivore includes a hybrid
cam system that adds a few fps to
final speed, while making those 31-,
34- and 37 inch bows more trouble-
free.

Elite Archery, a new face in
archery, makes its mark with speed,
speed, speed. Models like the 34-7/8
inch, 7-1/8 inch braced GT 500; 32.5
inch, 8 inch braced Z28 and 37 inch,
8.5 inch braced XLR account for IBO
speeds of 346, 336 and 320; in that
order. That’s impressive speed for
those kind of forgiving brace heights.
This is accomplished via a patent-
pending dual-track binary system
that also promises one of the
smoothest draw cycles in its class,
double draw stop for positive wall
and 88.5 percent energy efficiency –
all with completely linear nock trav-
el. 

Smoothness & 
Forgiveness = Accuracy

That speed we addressed earlier
was once gained through radical
speed cams and lowered brace
heights; in other words through
bumpy, jarring draw cycles and riser
geometry that made bows less for-
giving. Today’s cam technology
keeps getting smoother, without sac-
rificing that selling-point speed.
While the fastest bows of the day
(340 to 360 fps) continue to show a
tendency toward low brace heights
by necessity (this translates into any-
thing less than 7 inches by my esti-
mation), fact remains current mod-
els that’ll flat-out blow away the
fastest bows of half a decade ago
have much more forgiving tenden-
cies, and higher brace heights. A
smooth draw is important after four
hours on a cold tree-stand, tugging
that string without alerting a neurot-
ic whitetail buck (or pulling mus-
cles); when out of breath chasing a
bugling bull elk up a steeply-slanting
hillside. Forgiveness makes it more
likely that in those very scenarios,
when stiff muscles, famished lungs
and fluttering nerves are a factor, a

successful shot will follow.     
Hoyt managed to keep draw

cycles silky smooth through innova-
tive cam design, even in their fastest
models. Harnessed to the company’s
vaunted Tec Lite riser (which recent-
ly withstood 1,500 dry fires during
reliability testing) and equipped
with the newly-designed ZT (Zero
Tolerance) Locking Pocket System to
hold precision XTS Limbs (recently
passing testing involving 1,000 dry-
fires at 80 pounds at 30 inches) make
this one of the company’s most
accurate bows to date. 

Mathews’ smooth yet fast single-
cam options have made the brand
one of the winningest in target-
archery circles. Yet another attribute
contributing to repeatable accuracy
is the company’s handsome walnut-
laminated In-Line Grip, which pre-
cisely marks the centerline of each
bow for all-important and repeat-
able hand placement.    

Stability and a forgiving nature

are at the center of BowTech’s 40
inch Brigadier, and is proof-positive
that forgiveness doesn’t have to
come at the price of speed, as this
puppy spits an arrow out at an
impressive 315 fps IBO; with a high-
ly-forgiving 8 inch brace height!
That’s impressive velocity for a bow
long enough to serve in spot-shoot-
ing competition and a high enough
brace to assure it practically shoots
itself.   

If you’re seeking forgiveness in
the PSE name the Bow Madness line
is the name to look to. The Madness
single-cam system used to produce
high speed is also extremely smooth
drawing. Even the Biomechanically
Ergonomic Slim Throat B.E.S.T. Grip
and past-parallel limbs helps these
bows shoot better.    

When it comes to forgiveness
and dependable accuracy, Alpine
Archery’s Silverado Ventura is the
bow to look to. This is a rare combi-
nation of speed to burn and a high
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Terry and Mark Drury use the Bow Madness models by PSE on the television program
they host for the Tucson bow builder. The Bow Madness XS held by Terry (left) has split
limbs just 9 inches long as part of the 28-1/2 inch package that shoots 316 fps and retails
for $499. The XL Mark is holding is 36 inches long and at 332 fps is the fastest single cam
bow ever built by PSE, yet it offers 6 inches of draw length adjustment without a bow
press. The photo at right is of the 32 inch Bow Madness, which at 326 fps also fits in the
middle for speed. All three incorporate a Vibracheck Backstop to quell string vibration.
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degree of shootability, the 36.5 inch
axle-to-axle dimensions translating
into something closer to 40 inches
while at full draw, taking into
account cam swing-out. The gener-
ous 7.25 inch-plus brace height
compliments an extremely well bal-
anced demeanor made possible
through the VX Pocket System (more
later). 

LimbSaver DeadZone bows,
through their unique riser and limb
pocket design mentioned earlier,
creates reflex without risers that
curve toward the shooter to intro-
duce torque issues. The long,
straight risers, including extra-long
sight window, helps these bows sit
upright effortlessly. It also creates a
highly forgiving parallel-limb config-
uration that reduces felt vibrations

on release, promoting more thor-
ough follow-through. Of the four
LimbSaver models the DZ-36, with a
7.75 inch brace, is the most forgiving.   

As I pointed out when highlight-
ing them earlier, the newest Bear
bows are assembled for pure shoota-
bility. The single-cam system and
Flare Quad limbs found on The Truth
2, Done Deal, Game Over and Lights
Out produce a draw cycle complete-
ly void of distracting bumps and jars.
While the 7- and 7.25 inch brace
heights of The Truth 2 and Done
Deal are completely manageable,
the 7.875 and 8.75 inch brace heights
of the Game Over and Lights Out
introduce a new world of forgiveness
and shooting ease. Further accuracy
enhancement is found via the
machined aluminum, pivoting limb
cups, utilizing a side-locking tang
and limb isolation boot to achieve
“zero-tolerance” limb-cup-to-riser
fit – as well as vibration control.     

It should be pointed out that
while G5 Quest bows break the 320
fps mark in most models, they do so
with relatively forgiving brace
heights of 7.125 (the fastest model)
to 7.5 inches. This is a generous
brace height for such fast bows. 

Parker’s Blackhawk XP, men-
tioned as a speed bow before, also
includes an EZ-Draw single cam
option that includes one of the
smoothest draw cycles in the indus-
try, without sacrificing significant
performance or let-off. This system
is also found on Parker’s 30.5 inch, 8
inch braced Legend XP, for the ulti-
mate in forgiving shootability. 

Ross’ Carnivore, no matter
length option, all include forgiving
7-3/8 inch brace heights that provide
a balanced compromise between a
nice-handling bow with plenty of
bowhunting speed. The hybrid cam
system combined with The Krank
yoke system assures a silky-smooth
draw cycle.   

Tuning Ease
The average American’s kept

busier than ever making ends meet
and maintaining a stable home life.
Every minute required to tweak a
new bow into “just-right” form is
time taken away from enjoyment of

the sport. As arrow speeds increased
dramatically during the mid to late
‘90s speed quickly outpaced the
average archer’s ability to fine tune
their equipment. This partly explains
the abrupt popularity of mechanical
broadheads during the same time-
frame. This, too, has changed in
recent years. While single-cam tech-
nology certainly made bows easier to
tune, binary or hybrid cams have
made them practically idiot-proof. 

Hoyt bows include such fool-
proof cams, the Cam & 1/2 in any
form proving nearly self-adjusting at
any position, though they also
include laser-engraved tuning marks
to assure strings and cables remain
at optimum settings. All Hoyt bows
also wear high-quality FUSE strings
and buss cables to assure zero string
stretch and long-term reliability.

Mathews’ single-cam systems
have long held the reputation for
simple and lasting tuning and main-
tenance. New for 2009, changing
draw lengths – once a time-consum-
ing process – can be accomplished in
a mere 60 seconds via the Quick-
Change Axle system. Zebra-Twist
bowstrings also assure zero stretch
and longer life.       

Hybrid-cam models, like the
BowTech Binary Cam System, make
tuning a cinch, even for archers who

Circle 232 on Response Card

PSE Bow
Madness
XL
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know little or nothing about bow
mechanics. Such cam systems allow
two cams to work together instead of
against one another. BowTech’s sys-
tem slaves the cams to one another
and not to the opposite limbs. This
results in zero timing or synchro-
nization issues, and a self-adjusting,
shooter-friendly system that’s also
extremely efficient and accurate.  

Customers should also appreci-
ate conveniences like PSE’s laser-
etched tuning alignment marks on
the riser shelf for faster center-shot
adjustment, and also cams which
allow for quick eye-ball confirmation
that strings and cables have not
stretched – which is unlikely consid-
ering the high-quality custom cables
and strings installed. Multiple sight
mounting holes also mean any sight
model proves compatible, even for
those with unconventional anchor-
ing points.    

Included with every Alpine
Silverado Series bow are two 3/8
inch diameter carbon rods designed
specifically for loading cams to
release string/cable tension. By
drawing the bow slightly and
installing the cocking rods before
letting down strings and cams are
relaxed to make installing a peep,
arrow-rest cord, or changing strings
or cables in the field a snap. Also new
for 2009, the Velocitec Cam now fea-
tures fine-tune adjustable draw
stops to assure a solid back wall at
any draw length between the half
inch modules. Finally, the dual pay-
out grooves mentioned earlier bal-
ance the load on the limbs and cams
to eliminate cam lean and tuning
difficulties.            

One of the things I like about
Martin bows is their integrated Lock
Mount Arrow Rest System, precisely-
milled receiving channels locking
any Martin Lock Mount rest into the
riser securely and streamlined.
Double Helix strings made of propri-
etary BCY material are pre-stretched
during and after serving to assure
proper peep rotation and an extra-
long life.

Darton’s all-new, super-smooth,
super-fast CPS-G2  2-1/2  cam sys-
tem needs no bow press to change
draw length, but is also engineered

so that no matter how hard a cus-
tomer pulls against the draw stops or
how far out of optimum tune the
bow is, nock travel and stored energy
are smooth, predictable and dead-
nuts consistent.     

Another advantage of
LimbSaver’s unique Extended,
Rolling Fulcrum limb pocket design
is an ability to take the bow down at
any time without a bow press or spe-
cial tools. This, combined with the
wide-latitude hybrid cams, assures
DeadZone and SpeedZone models
are extremely easy to set up. Winner’s
Choice Bowstrings with Weatherlock
Technology assures a customer’s
hard work while tuning remains
locked in. G5 Quest bows also
include high-quality strings and
cables, namely 452X Metrao
Precision Bowstrings that assure low
stretch and added life.

Bear Archery’s Perimeter
Weighted Modular Single Cam is
trouble-free and easy to maintain.
This includes an asymmetric power
track to reduce friction and increase
cable life, as well as Winner’s Choice
strings and cables (The Truth 2 only)
to assure proper peep rotation and
extra-long life. Parker and Ben
Pearson’s top bows include high-
grade Stone Mountain Dakota
strings and buss cables for zero
string creep, while Ross Carnivore
hybrid cam includes a single rotating
mod for easy adjustability.    

Squashing Vibration & Noise
Bowhunting’s a sport of stealth

and silence. While kudos are extend-
ed for raw speed, I believe just as
many points are won for the compa-
ny with the quietest goods. I’ve
owned bows that shot wonderfully,

Spencer Land holds the High Country Speed Pro, the top selling bow from the Tennessee
manufacturer that’s named after the lightweight carbon arrows Land used to take the
animals in these photos. The bow carries Barnsdale laminated limbs, measures 34 inches
axle to axle and has a moderate 7-1/4 inch brace height. The company warrants the bow
will handle arrows as light as 3 grains per pound of bow weight, so you know there
won’t be a problem shooting the 5.5 gpi and 6.2 gpi Speed Pro shafts. You can order the
bow this year with Stone Mountain Bow Strings at a lower price, or stick with the
Winners Choice strings typically used. This year High Country has added a heavier 8 gpi
Speed Pro arrow for hunters shooting 80 pounds and up. All these lightweight shafts use
reinforcement rings (see insert) at point and nock, the most vulnerable part of any shaft.
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sent arrows to the mark effortlessly,
but produced too much attention-
grabbing noise to be taken seriously
as hunting bows. Such bows are
rarer today, but the race has begun
for the ultimate shot silence. It’s no
happenstance brands such as
LimbSaver and BowJax have
become household names in
archery circles. Even as bows
become inherently quieter through
better engineering and materials,
bowhunters want still more. While
speed sometimes appears to drive
the industry, silence concerns aren’t
far behind in the bowhunting con-
sciousness.

Hoyt’s proclivity for silent shoot-
ing systems has become such an
intrinsic portion of the total picture
it’s hardly even pointed out in their
catalogs anymore. Parallel, split
limbs holding Limbsaver AlphaShox
limb silencers, AlphaShox high-effi-
ciency “beehive” string silencers and
newer StealthShot string suppressor
(a design that wraps around and
momentarily captures the string
with each impact), even the ZT Lock
limb pockets found on AlphaMax
models, all combine to create one of
the quietest bows on the market.   

Despite blazing speed in
Mathew’s 2009 Reezen models,
bowhunting silence was not neglect-
ed in the quest for performance.
Harmonic Damping System assem-

blies located beneath each limb
pocket, the same mounted inside
the company’s unique dual String
Suppressors and ball bearing
equipped Roller Cable Guard, as well
as parallel limbs and SphereLock
Pivoting Limb Cup System, Limb
Turret limb locks and new String
Grub speed button/silencer make
for a whisper-quiet shooting experi-
ence.   

It was BowTech who first intro-
duced Vertical Force Technology
(VFT), the concept of parallel limbs
as a sound-squelching measure. On
release parallel limbs cancel the
vibrations of opposing limbs to
make for shock-free, quieter shots.
Yet as we’ve pointed out, Carbon Rod
String Stops and newly-added roller
cable guards have also lowered deci-
bels on the company’s top models.
Also of note, Center Pivot Riser
Technology, a noticeable fork at each
end of the riser, eliminates horizon-
tal torque and vibrations; while also
increasing accuracy. To top it off, all
BowTech models include
string/cable Hush Kits (also on limbs
of non-Center-Pivot Riser models)
and InVelvet Camouflage Finish, a
warm, durable coating that not only
protects them from wear and chemi-
cals such as DEET bug repellent, but
significantly dampens vibration and
noise. Top Diamond models include
many BowTech silencing technolo-

gies, including Carbon Rod String
Stop and complete Hush Kits.     

Even with speed as a top priority
PSE didn’t turn its back on noise
reduction. Past-parallel limb design
and HyperSplit limb pockets we’ve
already touched on. PSE also added
a dampening star and Teflon cable
slide to the cable-slide rod, a
Vibracheck Backstop string suppres-
sor to instantly terminate string
vibration on release, plus rubber
limb tip dampers to each side of the
cams. Browning’s top models now
come factory-equipped with
Vibracheck Backstop String Stoppers
and Vibracheck Hush Kits.

Alpine’s VX Pocket System is one
of the most secure, and quiet,  split-
limb anchoring systems in the
industry. This two-piece, milled-alu-
minum design, lined with dampen-
ing cups, accepts each limb in a pre-
cise pocket, the pieces are then bolt-
ed from each side to create a vise
assuring zero limb movement dur-
ing the shot. All Alpine models also
include LimbSaver String Leeches,
Mach 5 Teflon/rubber/composite
cable slide, and Tundra VX
Dampening Package; rubber vibra-
tion squelchers including a cable-
rod “star,” one-piece limb blocks and
“radiating wedges” beneath each
limb pocket and at mid-riser.    

Martin has also made a mission
of creating quieter bows. V.E.M.,

Circle 210 on Response Card
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Vibration Escape
Modules, were a Martin
mainstay well before
such devices became
industry standard.
Omega V proprietary rub-
ber offers superior noise
and vibration dampening
in key riser areas. The
STS, Shock Terminator
(string) Suppressor, also
creates a quieter shot,
while many models are
now fitted with CCS,
Cable Containment
System, cable rollers
(Firehawk, Firecat Pro-X
and Moab). Newer to the
line are integrated V.E.M.
silencing arrow shelves,
extending fully across the
arrow shelf and rest-
mounting area to elimi-
nate the possibility of
clanking arrows. Thermal
V grips, also made of
Omega V vibration damp-
ening material, are an
option on all Martin com-
pounds, while the Roto
Limb Cup also gives
Martin bows a hush
advantage.          

As you’d expect from
the name, LimbSaver
bows are built around the
latest vibration and silencing tech-
nology. The DZ-32 includes a Rigid
Rail Cable Retention System that
eliminates unneeded parts, opti-
mizes efficiency and reduces noise at
the source. DZ-30 and DZ-36 models
include carbon rods carrying
LimbSaver Teflon cable slides, also
equipped with LimbSaver Cable
Guard Dampeners. All models
include Ultra Quad LimbSavers,
String Leeches, integrated, NAV-
COM-rubber fall-away arrow rest
pad and arrow shaft impact strip.
This is all in addition to the limb-
pocket design detailed earlier, which
alone makes these bows inherently
quiet and vibration free.     

Bear Archery’s The Truth 2 is all
about shooting silence. Beyond par-
allel limb configuration, found on all
top Bear models, is part of this, but
Dual Arc String Suppressors and

axle-mounted, weighted dampeners
take quietness farther. Designed and
optimized using high-speed photog-
raphy, Dual Arc String Suppressors
counter the greatest amount of
string vibration possible, capturing
the string at two points with damp-
ening rubber after release. The Done
Deal holds these string suppressors,
but not the axle dampers, while the
Game Over and Light Out carries
only one (the former on a integrated
Arc rod, the later on a straight car-
bon rod). All models include solid-
locking limb pockets, mentioned
earlier.

All G5 Quest bows include
patent-pending I-Glide Cable
System which eliminates moving
parts while controlling the cables
during the shot, formally-mentioned
string suppression system, and
BowJax limb silencers. The pivoting

and locking limb pockets also help
these bows remain whisper quiet.
Parker’s top models now include
“SS” String Silencer System, integrat-
ed LimbSaver riser dampeners and
String Leeches. Ben Pearson added
many sound-dampening features for
2009, including a specially-designed
string suppressor that reduces string
oscillation and movement, silicone-
sealed, stainless-steel, threaded limb
bolt rod inserts, Teflon cable slides
and BowJax limb silencers. Finally,
all Ross models include string sup-
pressors, Teflon cable slides and
Flatline Vibration Dampening
System (string and limb suppressors
and cable rod dampener).           

Something Different
At other times selling points

revolve around something so out of
the ordinary as to defy pigeonholing.

National Sales Manager Jerid Strasheim (left) holds the
BowTech Brigadier, a 40 inch bow that’s expected to appeal to
spot shooters with its 8 inch brace height. It uses a rotating mod-
ule to span 24 to 30 inches. At right, Merchandising Manager
Jeff Hesse  holds the 36-3/4 inch Sentinel, designed to appeal to
finger shooters, hunters and 3-D shooters who appreciate its
quick 317-325 fps IBO rating. This model has been set up with
the optional shoot-through harness. The photo at left shows the
31 inch Admiral, the newest addition to the company’s fleet of
Center Pivot models.
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Deliverance. It includes an integrat-
ed sight with onboard laser
rangefinder that provides an unob-
structed view while giving the shoot-
er the exact distance to the target.
Combined with a center-shot/shoot-
through riser design – incorporating
a Whisker Biscuit arrow rest – it’s
extremely easy to set-up. It’s fueled
by the smooth, speedy R2B2 hybrid
cam system (mentioned earlier), the
bow rocketing arrows to IBO speeds
of 340 fps. It does this with a forgiv-
ing 33.5 inch axle-to-axle length and
7.5 inch brace height. It also includes
a dampening string suppressor,
Xcellerator bowstrings, SteeLock
stainless limb bolt inserts and ETI
limb-tip protection. For all this the

bow weighs only 3.6 pounds.
Full Force Archery is a new name

from an old hand in archery (and
former partner in Renegade
Archery). The line includes five com-
pound bows – the 28.25 inch, 7-7/8
inch braced FFXS; 33 3/8 inch, 6-7/8
inch braced Griz; 35 inch, 6 7/8 inch
Thunder and 34.5 inch, 6 7/8 inch
braced Cat – all wearing Full Force
pneumatic String Arrest system.
They offer top IBO speeds of 312
(former three) and 325 in 3.3 to 4
pound packages. The fifth model,
and the one that captures my imagi-
nation, is the 34 inch, 9.75 inch
braced Full Circle. This extremely
sweet-shooting compound’s actually
three bows in one. By accomplishing
a few simple adjustments this 34
inch compound is quickly converted
to a 62 inch recurve or longbow. This
creates the perfect traveling com-
panion (with included take-down
case) or option for the customer
wishing to bowhunt whitetail with
compound by fall, shoot carp or
small game with a traditional setup

by summer, all while owning only a
single bow.       

The marketplace is literally
choked with new bow brands and
models, all claiming to be the best in
the land. As a dealer you’re there to
clear the air, cut through the hype
and hoopla. This means first deter-
mining what a customer wants most
from a bow, perhaps investing in a
bit of conversation sleuthing to
determine how a customer plans to
put that bow to use. This is followed
by making an educated recommen-
dation according to those stipula-
tions, pitching a particular bow’s
selling points according to these
needs or desires. In the times we live
in a good pitch is everything. Boning
up on details is the key. Deep down
every customer wants a new bow.
You can provide that shove toward a
purchase by detailing how a new
bow will make them a better shooter
and along with that a more success-
ful bowhunter. 

Circle 113 on Response Card

Thunder
from Full
Force Archery
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